SCHEME OF THE RESEARCH

INTRUSIVE THOUGHT ENDED WITH ANXIETY ON CHARACTER AZA HOLMES IN JOHN GREEN’S NOVEL TURTLES ALL THE WAY DOWN

Intrinsic Approaches

- Characterization
  - 1. Showing Method:
    - a. Showing method through dialogue
    - b. Showing method through action
  - 2. Telling method
    - a. Characterization by the author
    - b. Characterization through appearance
- Plot
  - Exposition
  - Rising Action
  - Climax
  - Falling Action
  - Denouement
- Setting
  - Setting as a background of action
  - Setting as a means creating appropriate atmosphere
  - Setting as a means of revealing characters

Extrinsic Approach

Psychological Approach

- Psychological Approach
  - Concept: Intrusive Thought Anxiety
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## INTRUSIVE THOUGHT ENDED WITH ANXIETY IN CHARACTER AZA HOLMES ON TURTLES ALL THE WAY DOWN NOVEL BY JHON GREEN

### BACKGROUND

Every human has their own thought and something they are afraid of and affect their personality. In this research based on John Green's novel Turtles All The Way Down, Aza Holmes likes to read articles about bacteria and has finger wrapped in band aid. She likes to read articles and it triggers unwanted thought in her head and makes her to be afraid. She reflects the intrusive thought ended with anxiety.

### METHOD OF THE RESEARCH

This research is conducted by using qualitative research method, the kind of literature research in the form of analysis using the method of data collection in the form of text library works or John Green's novel turtle all the way down novel as the primary resource and other related and supportive literature as the secondary resource.

### RESEARCH FINDINGS

This researches can give us something that we can learn in our lives. As suggestion, by understanding the characterization and psychology that exist in this term paper easily, the reader can see the theme of this research. This research is useful to enrich psychological approach about intrusive thoughts and anxiety.

### BENEFIT

This research may be useful it is done through a new perspective by applying the concept of the intrusive thoughts and anxiety that is covered in the field of psychology as to show something for further research.

### CONCLUSION

Concept of intrusive thought can be seen in the main character in the novel, Aza holmes. Her intrusive thoughts which causing the anxiety is supported and related to other characters, setting and the plot of the story. It means turtles all the way down reflects intrusive thought ended with anxiety.
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